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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editors,

We would like to thank the reviewers for their thorough and critical review which helped us to improve our manuscript. Below you find a point by point response to the concerns of the reviewers.

We have clarified and rephrased the manuscript accordingly. For your ease, we have highlighted all changes in yellow.

For all authors

Anna Köchling
Reviewer #2:

There remain some minor editorial corrections to be made (grammatical, minor wording) and some typographical errors - these should be identifiable with a thorough re-read of the manuscript. Please ensure that "chiolones" (line 524) is changed to "quinolones".

- We have corrected some minor grammatical mistakes – e.g. placement of commas, capitalization or spelling mistakes. These changes are highlighted in the manuscript.

- We corrected the spelling of “chiolones” to “quinolones” in line 603.